
East Lothian Volunteer Path Wardens; 2015 reviewed 
 

Well, as the tinsel starts to deck the office furniture, I know my time must nearly be up for 2015 

work and the recording thereof. What better opportunity I hear you say, for me to now scribble 

down some lines highlighting the great deeds you have all achieved this year?  

 

Well here goes. What follows is an unscientific, though hopefully suitable cherry-pick of path 

efforts... 

Beginning with the stats; the recorded number of hours you all put in (January – November) looking 

after your paths came to over 1700 hours. Of these 445 hours are accounted for by the team tasks, 

the remaining 1255 all, however, reflect individual toil and sweat, well done to you all! I know the 

real figure is higher still, but for reasons that I cannot fathom, a few of you still are unwilling to log 

your herculean deeds with us. So be it, we’ll just sing your praises as unsung heroes... 

As with all teams, members 

come and go, this year we 

welcomed several new faces – 

Steven R, Fiona F, John F, Janice 

I and Sheena M bringing their 

assorted skills to bear.  

We also permitted a few of you 

to hang up your spades either 

Caroline B and Tanya M co-ordinated a 

massive clean-up at Whitecraig in January 

No, not posed at all! 



temporarily or permanently. We wish Margaret W and Jim S well on their respective convalescences 

and give our thanks to Kate A, Margot M,  Christine G and Fiona R for all their help over the past few 

years, together with our Chair, Peter C, who could only be allowed to leave by relocating himself to 

the Cotswolds! In his place Andrew S was welcomed onto the steering group as the new Convenor. 

Alas sadly this year saw the passing, after a short illness of one of our members as well. Many of you 

will remember Frank Stacey, who cared for paths around Bogg’s Holdings and who, together with his 

wife Liz, spent a happy session or two on the team tasks. I especially recall him happily wielding his 

axe as he set about creating a willow sett along the banks of the Tyne near Hailes. It still stands and 

is growing tall, a fitting memory to Frank.  

Team tasks of all sorts were well attended this year. 10 team tasks were completed, and in addition 

the smaller brother – the Tyne Team – got out a further 7 times – helping to keep that favoured 

 

route open for business. Team tasks concentrated upon the opening up and cutting back of routes at 

Garvald, Morham, Whitecraig and Donnolly amongst others. We acquired a second Great Dane 

(cutting machine), which, along with our 4 strimmers, leaf blower and hedge cutter, now make us 

look as though we are quite an outfit! Looks can be deceiving...  

Our social media profile has risen too. Mike T and Dave Q have helped iron out gremlins to get the 

path wardens website up and running, we just need to start populating it with useful stuff . A good 

example comes from Dave H who, after many prototypes, 

produced an illustrated guide to walking between Garvald 

and Gifford, which will be ‘going live’ soon. Perhaps this 

could be used a model for all path wardens for 2016 – to 

do a photo / information guide to a walk in their area for us 

to put on the web? More on that in the New Year. 

As a final mention on social media the Path Wardens also 

have their own Facebook and Twitter spaces – just don’t 

ask me about them, Thomas B is the man for this! We also 

produced new ID cards for wardens and postcards so that 

we can advertise ourselves a little better whilst out at 

work.  

So, that was 2015; thanks for all the efforts you have put 

in. I hope my hot drinks, stale biscuits and ad-hoc training have at least acted as some form of 

reimbursement for all your help. It is a testament to the collective work achieved that we received 

Path clearance 

and ditch 

bridging, Morham 

A chilly scrape on 

the Haddington 

railway walk 



hardly any calls about overgrown paths etc. this year. We did even receive one or two compliments, 

but couldn’t cope with these at all! 

 

 

 Duncan Priddle, Countryside Officer 

 

 

The team commemorate the opening of the 

Gifford – Morham path 

Core path 159, obviously! 

Freshly trimmed, Elphinstone 

Thanks to Joyce, Andy and 

Caroline for photos 


